Cranial Gravitational (Falling) Bullet Injuries: Point of View

Sir,
Cranial gravitational bullet injuries and human and material losses apply to those falling bullets and their effect when they struck the cranium of human being and their consequence and material loss. Our aims were to study the importance of craniocephalic falling-bullet injuries, the clinical and computed tomography scan criteria, events that are associated with bullet firing, treatment options, and outcome of these injuries. Reviewing literatures: we search all the available literature from 1990 to October 2017 in PubMed, Google Scholar, and ResearchGate with the following key words: gravitational bullets injury, tangential wound, penetrating wound, ricochet, careening, and falling-bullet hear injury. The wounds caused by gravitational projectiles are a relevant problem in many countries of the world. The problem caused by this type of elements must be addressed from the prevention.

Falling bullets or gravitational bullets are the ones that move under the effect of the gravity force after the muzzle force diminished. Falling bullets are seen in aerial firing or what is classified by the international disease classification system as celebratory firing[1] during which bullets are shot into the sky to celebrate a happy event or to express anger in some countries of the middle east, north Africa, south America, and middle of Asia. Marriage ceremony is the most common event where aerial firing are done and consequent injury sustained.[2] Falling bullets are also seen in the USA and reported as incidental to street violence in 59.2% of the shooting events while due to celebratory firing in 4.6%.[1] Another event where falling bullets are seen is aerial shooting during riot and mob control noted in the setting of conflict zones.[4]

After upward shooting, the bullets will move under the effect of explosive acceleration first; then, because of the gravity, their velocities will decelerate till reaching zero, and at this point, the movement of the bullets will change to downward and their velocities will be accelerated by the effect of the gravity until the air resistance drag equalizes the effect of the gravity so the bullets will reach the terminal constant velocity.[5]

The terminal velocity of a bullet depends on multiple factors. One of them is the bullet composition. Most of the bullets are made of lead due to having a high specific gravity and more weight per volume. This will make the lead bullets have less air drag per mass when falling down which will make the terminal velocity higher.[6] Another factor that affects the terminal velocity is the angle of firing. If the angle was between 20° and 45° or even more acute, the bullet will travel further with higher speed over terminal velocity[5] while the vertical firing will end with lower terminal velocities. Other factors that determine the terminal velocities are the shape and caliber of the bullets, the direction of the bullets during the movement, and the flight characteristics, such as yaw, precession, tumbling, and nutation.[6,7]

Incidentally, the bullet fired upward will not always come back down facing downward. Although the terminal
velocities are much lower than the muzzle velocity, they still could cause severe injury and death. The bullets’ terminal velocity required to penetrate the skin is between 45.1 and 60.0 m/s (148 and 197 ft/s),[6] and bullets traveling at <60.0 m/s (200 ft/s) can penetrate the skull.[8,9] If kept in mind that the falling bullets have the capability of reaching up to 180 m/s (600 ft/s),[6,7] the bullets could cause double penetration of the skull not only one pierce.

The incidence and outcome of falling-bullet injuries are challenging and difficult as the minor injury victims will not seek medical care, and the fatalities at the scene will not be reported in the hospital. Moreover, many cases of falling-bullet injuries are reported in the news media and less of them in medical literature.[5] However, their number is rising as firearms and ammunition are more available and widespread, especially in countries where celebratory firing is common. Some falling-bullet causalities are reported in the literature. In 2007, after Iraqi football team won the Asian cup, three people were killed in Baghdad amid widespread gunshots as fans celebrated.[10] From January 2006 to December 2010, 165 patients with a history of stray bullet injuries were admitted in a public sector university hospital in Hyderabad, 13 of which died.[11] Between December 31, 2003, and January 1, 2004, in Puerto Rico, falling bullets from celebratory gunfire of the new year caused 19 injuries and one death.[12] In 1991, celebratory gunfire in Kuwait at the end of the Gulf War II was blamed for 20 deaths.[7] In August 8, 1988, thousands were injured and hundreds died after the Iran–Iraq war ceasefire; almost all of them were injured by falling bullets.[9] Between the years 1985 and 1992, in Los Angeles, doctors treated 118 people for random falling-bullet injuries at King/Drew Medical Center, and 38 of them died.[13]

Shooters of falling bullets are predominantly males reported by Wintemute to be 95.9% and 62.0% of them were aged 15–34 years.[2] In most of the time, the victims and witnesses are not aware of the gun shooting or noticed how the patient sustained the bullet injury; this will lead to a delay in seeking medical help. Another delay is in the hospital as the first clinical impression is usually away from bullet injury.[11] In one study, 13% of the cases were diagnosed by radiological images without a clinical suspicion of a bullet injury.[14]

In developing and undeveloped countries, a delay also happened in transferring the patient to more specialized hospital.[4] The victims of falling bullets are bystanders and in wide range of age comparing to nonfalling-bullet injuries. Children and elderly are not usually at risk of bullets injury; however, in case of falling bullets, they are. Another salient feature of falling bullets is high percentage of female victims comparing to other nonfalling-bullet injuries although still most of the victims are males.

According to Puerto Rico, 2003 study of celebratory gunfire, out of 19 persons injured from falling bullets, 7 (37%) were females and 4 (21%) were children comparing to 3 female out of 24 (13%) and no child are injured by nonfalling bullets in the same period of the study.[12] In the Wintemute’s study of epidemiology of stray bullet shootings in the United States between March 1, 2008, to February 28, 2009, he found that 142 out of 217 (44%) of stray bullet victims were females and 99 (31.2%) were children, while females and children formed only 2% and 5% in nonstray bullet injuries, respectively.[3]

Another study comparing the sex of bullet victims is Mansor and Bodalal’s study of the impact of the method of gunshot injury. They reported that 17.4% of stray bullet victims are females who are only 2% and 1.6% in civilian fighting and war injuries, respectively, in the same period of the study.[15] A higher rate of children injured is reported by Malik et al. who found that 78% of whom presented with stray bullet injuries during the study period were children.[11] Children were also formed 65.2% of falling-bullet injuries in one Libyan hospital due to Libyan revolution celebration as documented by Al-Tarshihi and Al-Basheer.[14]

In most of the cases, the injury is minor and the bullet lodge in subcutaneous tissue.[2] The majority of the victims are injured by a single bullet[2] although the shooters could be multiple and they used to fire up a large number of bullets. On reviewing the literature, we did not find any documented case with injury by more than single falling bullet.

The mortality rate from falling bullets in general is about 32% that is significantly higher than nonfalling bullets 2%–6% although the latter’s impact is much more potential to kill.[4,13] This is attributed to the fact that almost no one of falling-bullet victim is wearing antibullet cloths such as helmets. Sometimes, the mortality cases from falling bullets may mimic sudden natural deaths, especially in patients with prior medical history.[16]

The head is reported to be the most common site of injury in many studies,[17] such as Puerto Rico’s study which revealed 36% of the cases developed head injury. [12] However, there are studies which rank head injury second to chest, extremities, or both.[2,3,11,14] Double cranium perforation from falling bullets has been reported in many cases.[9]

Injuries from falling bullets to the head carry more mortality risk than injury to the other parts of the body and higher surgical intervention rate even in studies that reported less number of head injuries. Al-Tarshihi and
Al-Basheer reported 50% mortality among them though they constitute only 8.7% of falling-bullet victims and all of them required immediate surgical intervention.[14] In Puerto Rico’s study, the only single mortality reported was due to head injury.[12] Wani et al. reported two cases of head injuries after falling bullets, one of which was operated and the other was managed conservatively; the latter died, while the former is surviving with some residual neurological deficit.[4] Cerebral hernia due to increased intracranial pressure is the most common cause of death among falling-bullet head injuries.[17] Ozdemir and Unlü reported a fatal case of a child with falling bullets that penetrate the vertex and coursed through the foramen magnum to stay in spinal canal at the level of T2–3.[17] Furthermore, another child reported to developed penetrating head injury from falling bullet that get migrated later on resulted in sudden deterioration and death.[19]

The outcome of head injury from falling bullets depends on age, Glasgow coma score on admission, reactivity of the pupils, the missile course through the brain or base of the patency of basal cisterns skull as well as structures injured through its cerebral course.[9,19,20]
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